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My invention relates 'to' “games ‘and "game 
boards, and has particular reference to ar‘rnovel 
Igameto be playedwith playing'pieces- movable 
‘along Eprescribed paths over a game board 
divided into a-plurality ofpplaying'areas. 
It is an object of’ my invention to‘providea 

--'game ‘of simple construction which may be 
played?‘ by three or more players moving playing 
"pieces over a’ prescribed course on a ?eld of play 
- on'a game board which is divided into a plurality 
"of-playing areas. ~ 

i‘ Another obiect of my inventionl'is to‘ provide-Ya 
*game "of the character ‘described, wherein the 
playing pieces are constructed of two ‘or more 
ddifferent'lsizes to denote different valuations of 
the playing pieces, and‘denot-ing the possible ex 
tent'oflmovement permitted the pieces of'dif 

A fer-exit “valuation. 

:Anotherzobject-of my inventionis toprovide 
ta. game board; which may be constructed ‘of sheet 
'wmateri-al vin-fthe"dorm of a plurality of sheet sec 
" tions of relatively small area hingedly connected 
"toeach other to permit ‘unfolding-of the board 
cintowai‘playing'P?eld of relatively large area, ‘and 
i‘to:spermitrthel‘folding of the‘board into avsub 
rastantially ?atcompact package of lesser area’ for‘ 
storage and transportation purposes. 
[Another object @or" my invention is to provide 

in combinatiomwi-th the playing field and pieces 
set forth in the preceding paragraphs, a plurality 

; of cards divided into sets or groups of four cards 
each, each of the sets or groups being designated 
by a numeral denoting the group or set, while on 
the reverse side of such cards appears indicialde 
,ncting‘thelarea of the game board toawhich a 
i‘player' receiving‘ the card will ‘direct the ,move—' 
“ment‘ of'his playing pieces. 

Other obiects of my inventionwill beapparent 
t'from‘the‘istu'dy of the following speci?cations 
read in ‘connection with the accompanying draw 
"ingsvwhereinz 

‘Fig; 1- is a “perspective view of. a game; board 
f‘de?ning’a playing ?eld and having locatedthere 
" on“ a'plur‘alitv *of' sets of, playing pieces .arranged 
j'on'_theboard-inrthe initial starting positions, of 
‘the pieces-of all-of- theiplayers; , 

‘Figz'r‘Z isa perspective view of the game board 
shown in Figi. li‘iillustrating the manner in which 
thegarne board is divided into, a pluralitybf rela 
.tively,..small area sections hinged together for 
vfolding; and 

Fig. 3 is a view of a plurality of the cards which 
may be employed in playing the game shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Referring to the drawings, I have illustrated 
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iiniLFie...1._aeame.board‘l which may he Q011 
structed of any suitable sheet material such as 
cardboard, wood, orthe' like, the boardjbeing ,di 
vided “into a plurality of v.conticuous Outlined 

5 areassuch as'indicate'd at Z, certain of thead 
'jacent areas adiacent'the- center of the board be 
ing designated “by letters or other indicia ,3;as_ an 
objective area or zone toward whiohrlavine 
pieces 4, and, 5. are tube .movedjduringthe. playing 

10 of. the game. 
The central obiectiveareasrlenote territorylto 
be occupied by playinapiecesias. the same pro 

;eresses. while theme-vine. pieces tend 5 are pref 
: erably dividedv into‘ ,four groups, ,eaeh?group con 

15 taming --a plurality of..,sma_11..sized illiecesv 4 and 
‘two or more‘ larger sized pieces ,5. _ Each of the 
groups of playing pieces are ‘distinguished from 
:each other either by distinguishing coloring or 

‘ by marking, or’, other. indiciaappearins upon. each 
20 of the playing pieces. 

At , the start of . the game each, player arranges 
the playing piecesofthejgroup of ,his selection, 
in itheoutermost squares .2 .of the game board 
adjacent‘ to the positionv of the player. 
'One of‘ the players, then cuts the cards. ' The 

number .of the , card selected will, designate. the 
set or group p1’ fourcards to be used in the‘, play 
. of ."the game, and the cardsof that set are then 
dealt to each of the players. 

30' {In view ,of ,the, fact. that each setor group of 
‘fcurcards bearing the same. numeral_wiil'_,cqn 
_tain two. cards uearineone zoneldesisnationvand 
‘two .othencards hearing another Zone designa 
',,tion._the dealing. of the cardsautomatically pairs 

35,,up two, of.v the playersas alteam Whose objective 
is the same “zone asdesignated by one pair of the 
,rcardsuinthe grouowhile .the‘nther twoplayers 
,areiteamed. up withancbjective of another of 
ythezonesas ,designated by the two remaining 

4 _ cardsrof the set. ‘ 

The player to the left of the dealer then; starts 
the play by moving one of the game, pieces- to 
vward ‘the objectiverdesignated by-the card dealt 

451 rtorhimgiitnbeing understood ‘that-each of the 
» players keeps con?dential the information as :to 
Lathe-objective zone‘ toward which: he is'rtog-l-move 
.hisplaying pieces so thatneither ‘his partnernor 
the other two “enemy” players‘ know what-zone 

50 : istheobjective of the - ?rst: player. 

ultewilli-be recalled ‘that‘lthe playing pieces' 4 
were of smaller dimensions than the playing 
pieces 5, so as to distinguish these pieces from, 
each other, the playing pieces 4 having pre-v 

55 scribed courses of travel or distances of travel 
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upon each play different from those ascribed to 
the playing pieces 5. - 
For example, the playing pieces 4 may move 

either forwardly or backwardly from one square 
to another, or sidewise in either direction from 
one square to another, or the pieces may move 
diagonally in any direction from one square to 
another, but the small pieces. 4 are permitted tov 
move a distance of only one square upon each 
play. The larger pieces 5 may move either for 
wardly, rearwardly, sidewise in either direction, 
or diagonally in any direction, and may move 
through any number of squares at a time, pro 
vided the path is not obstructed by the location 
of another playing piece in one of the squares 
through which it is desired to traverse the piece. 

Various rules for the capture of an opponent’s 
piece may be prescribed. For example, one player 
moving a playing piece into a square occupied 
by an opponent’s playing piece, may be said to 
capture the opponent’s playing piece, and in such 
instance, the smaller or minor pieces might be 
permitted to capture only minor pieces belonging 
to an opponent, while major pieces or larger 
playing pieces may be permitted to capture either 
major or minor pieces belonging to an opponent. 

Since, by reason of the dealing of the cards 
each player is unaware as to which other player 
is his team mate and which of the other players 
is his opponent, the arrival of two pieces be 
longing to different players in a given zone, may 
require the player of the last piece to so arrive, 
to declare whether or not the player of the other 
piece is his partner. If the guessing player 
guesses correctly, that team wins the game, while 
if the guess is wrong, the play continues until 
the objective zone for one team is occupied by 
four of the team’s playing pieces; or, in the event 
the total number of playing pieces remaining to 
the partners of a single team is less than 
four, then occupancy of the objective zone by a 
greater number of playing pieces than are lo 
cated in the objective zone of the opposing team, 
may be construed as capture of the objective zone 
and the winning of the game. 
To permit a relatively large playing ?eld to be 

used, I prefer to make the playing ?eld of a 
plurality of rectangular section la’ 11), 1c and 1d 
hinged together in such fashion as to permit 
the ready folding of the sections upon each other 
to comprise a compact, ?at package of substan 
tially small area. For example, the sections la 
and 1d may be hinged together, while the sec 
tions 1b and 1c are hinged together, and the two 
sets of hinged sections may be joined by means 
of a hinge interconnecting the sections 1a and 11). 
While I have shown and described the preferred 

embodiment of my invention, I do not desire to 
be limited to any of the details illustrated or 
described herein except as de?ned in the ap 
pended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a game, the combination of a playing 

?eld divided into a plurality of contiguous out 
lined areas including at the center of the play 
ing ?eld a plurality of adjacent ones of said areas 
de?ning a plurality of adjacent objective zones, 
each zone including more than one of said areas 
and bearing a symbol differentiating said zone 
from adjacent objective zones, a plurality of sets 

4 
of playing pieces, one for each player adapted 
to be moved over the playing ?eld toward an 
objective zone assigned to a player, and four 
cards, two of which bear on their faces a symbol 
corresponding to a symbol on one of said zones 

' and two of which bear on their faces a symbol 
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corresponding to a symbol on another of said 
zones, for designating to each player the objective 
zone toward which his playing pieces must move, 
and for pairing players as partners whose pieces 
are to be directed toward the same zone. 

2. In a game, the combination of a playing 
?eld divided into a plurality of contiguous out 
lined areas including at the center of the play 
ing ?eld a plurality of adjacent ones of said areas 
de?ning four adjacent objective zones, each zone 
including more than one of said areas and bear 
ing a symbol differentiating said zone from ad 
jacent objective zones; a plurality of sets of 
playing pieces, one for each player adapted to 
be moved over the playing ?eld toward an ob 
jective zone assigned to a player and each set 
containing more pieces than there are areas in 
a zone; and four cards adapted to be dealt to 
the players, two of which bear on their faces 
a symbol corresponding to a symbol on one of 
said zones and two of which bear upon their faces 
a symbol corresponding to a symbol upon an 
other of said zones which designate to each 
player the objective zone toward which his play 
ing pieces must move, said symbols corresponding 
to the symbols of two of the four zones to set 
up opposed objective areas. 

3. In combination with a playing area having 
a plurality of objective zones each of which bears 
a symbol differentiating it from adjacent zones, 
a device for choosing partners secretly compris 
ing a deck of cards arranged in sets differentiated 
from each other by indicia on the backs thereof 
and the cards of each set having symbols on the 
faces thereof correlated with the symbols of the 
objective zones, characterized by each set being 
correlated to at least two different objective 
zones, whereby partners are selected among more 
than two players by the distribution of the cards 
of one set to the players. 

WOODROW A. HEACOCK. 
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